
Year 1 Autumn Term – Curriculum Map 
*SMSVC = Spiritual, Moral, Social, Vocational 
and Cultural development 

Subject  
 

Half 
term 

Objectives SMSVC links 
How is it a ‘Catholic Curriculum’? 

Maths 

Autumn 1 During the first half term we will be learning to read numbers to 20 
and count up to 20 objects. We will look at the place value of the 2 
digit numbers. Later on we will learn about addition and subtraction. 

Social- Working together to order number cards. 
Sharing and taking turns.   
Vocational- Determination to succeed with new topics. 
Becoming focused learners. 
Curious about everything; and active in their 

engagement with the world, changing what they can for 

the better. 
Autumn 2 In the second half term we will explore the place value of the 2 digit 

numbers and learn about addition and subtraction in greater depth. 
We will estimate and measure different lengths. 

Social/Cultural- Learning to appreciate differences in 
each other relating to height. Working together to 
measure and order each other’s heights. 
Curious about everything; and active in their 

engagement with the world, changing what they can for 

the better. 

English 

Autumn 1 We will start with leaning basic grammar. Children will be taught 
what a simple sentence using Colourful Semantics and they will 
practise writing them. We will then be retrieving information from 
pictures during comprehension lessons.  

Moral/Social- Learning about feelings/fears, e.g. 
spider. Taking care of God’s creatures.  
Vocational- Working hard, showing commitment to 
improving their work and skills. 
Compassionate towards others, near and far, 

especially the less fortunate; and loving by their just 

actions and forgiving words.  
Autumn 2 Children will be looking at seasonal stories and focusing on using 

conjunction ‘and’. After that children will be using hot seating to 
produce their own questions. 

Cultural- Learning to ask questions to support their 
learning. Asking themselves questions about the images 
to label. 
Eloquent and truthful in what they say of themselves, 
the relations between people, and the world.  



RE 

Autumn 1 We will look at the Old Testament and learn about the Creation 
story. Following that we will look at Baptism and Mass. 

Cultural- Learning about Catholic ways of life and 
understanding Mass.  
Social- Understanding that not all people have the 
same values/beliefs, appreciating differences.   
Spiritual- Developing a sense of wonder and awe 
relating to the Creation story and the beauty of our 
world. Becoming aware of our likeness to God. 
Learned, finding God in all things; and wise in the ways 

they use their learning for the common good. 
Autumn 2 Children will be taught about the importance of the prayer and 

Advent. 
Spiritual- Learning about school virtues and important 
prayers.   
Cultural- How we celebrate and prepare for different 
religious times of year. 
Intentional in the way they live and use the resources 

of the earth, guided by conscience; and prophetic in 

the example they set to others. 

Science 

Autumn 1 We will start with learning about ourselves in our topic- ‘Animals 
including humans’. 

Social- Learning how to understand ourselves and 
our differences. Knowing that God loves us equally 
and that we must do the same.   
Cultural- Children learn that some people are from 
different backgrounds and how this does not affect 
how we view/treat each other. 
Eloquent and truthful in what they say of themselves, 

the relations between people, and the world.  
Autumn 2 Then children will start learning about seasons of the year and we 

will begin with autumn and winter. 
Spiritual- Focusing on the change in seasons, 
wondering about different seasons and the wonder, 
beauty and awe of each, i.e. leaves in autumn and 
flower buds in spring. 
Learned, finding God in all things; and wise in the ways 

they use their learning for the common good. 

Computing 
Autumn 1 Children will be taught how to use educational computer 

programmes. 
Social- Team work, taking turns to use and watch 
videos. Leadership roles- children learning to take on a 
lead role to organise their team. 



Attentive to their experience and to their vocation; 

and discerning about the choices they make and the 

effects of those choices 
Autumn 2 Children will be taught how to program a robot and how to write 

algorithms. 
Social- Working as a team to program and control a 
robot. Taking turns and looking after equipment.  
Moral- Showing respect to each other and resources. 
Attentive to their experience and to their vocation; 

and discerning about the choices they make and the 

effects of those choices 

History / 
Geography 

Autumn 1 The children will be learning all about space. Either Neil Armstrong 
or Tim Peake. 

Moral- Learning about positive impact people in the 
past have had on us and trying to be more like them. 
Curious about everything; and active in their 

engagement with the world, changing what they can for 

the better. 
Autumn 2 This will be our Geography term and children will be taught about 

the weather. They will identify seasonal and daily weather patterns 
in the United Kingdom.  

Spiritual- Discovery of different weather and the 
impact this can have on people’s lives. 
Cultural- To ask and answer questions related to 
different sources and objects.  
Learned, finding God in all things; and wise in the ways 

they use their learning for the common good 

Art/D&T 

Autumn 1 In DT we will look at self-portraits. They children will look at 
different self-portraits and then create their own from fabric. 

Cultural - learning to ask questions about each other. 
Social – children compare how they are similar and 
different. 
Discerning about the choices they make and the 

effects of those choices. 

 
Autumn 2 In Art we will learn about basic art skills. Social/Moral- Understanding that everyone has 

different talents and that it is important to try our best 
no matter what ability we have. 
Prophetic in the example they set to others. 

PE 

Autumn 1 Children will be taking part in Gymnastics focusing on balance and 
different body shapes. 
 

Social- Team work and engaging cooperatively   with 
each other.  
Spiritual- Opportunities to show creativity and 
imagination through own performances. 



Attentive to their experience 
Autumn 2 Children will be able to copy dance moves and perform their own 

dance routine.  
Social- Team work and engaging cooperatively   with 
each other.  
Spiritual- Opportunities to show creativity and 
imagination through own performances. 
Compassionate towards others. 

Music 

Autumn 1 Children will make their own rap or words to the existing rap to the 
hip hop music. 

Cultural- Listening to and appreciating different genres 
of music and how we all have different musical tastes. 
Active in their engagement with the world, changing 

what they can for the better. 
Autumn 2 We will concentrate on getting ready for our Christmas Nativity 

Play. 
Spiritual - Having the confidence to overcome fears, 
sing aloud on the stage and support their peers.  
Cultural- Celebrating each other’s talents and 
recognising achievements.   
Vocational- Dedication and hard work, commitment 
to a good performance. 
Faith-filled in their beliefs and hopeful for the future. 

 


